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During the 1988-1989 austral summer a University of Kansas
team used our Coherent Antarctic Radar Depth Sounder
(CARDS) for a survey at the Upstream B area as part of the
Siple Coast Project. Measurements were along a strain grid
established in previous years by Whillans of Ohio State Uni-
versity. We also traversed an area being drilled by California
Institute of Technology (Kamb and Engelhardt) and spotted
the location of a horizontal rift into which drilling water had
flowed. The radar proved its fine-resolution capability and
showed especially interesting patterns in the upper 300 meters.

CARDS is a 150-megahertz pulse radar using pulse compres-
sion and coherent integration to achieve fine resolution and
high sensitivity. Its range resolution is 6 meters. With a peak
power of only 20 watts, it achieves an equivalent peak power
of 900 kilowatts by coherent integration. It may be operated
from an airplane or a tracked vehicle. The system was built to
serve the glaciological community.

The Ohio State strain grid consists of three 20-kilometer lines
spaced 1 kilometer apart. During the 1988-1989 season, we
covered a 10-kilometer-long part of this grid with both longi-
tudinal and cross-grid traverses. These traverses used a Spryte
vehicle to carry the radar, followed by sleds for antennas and
generator. A detailed bottom-contour map was produced in
the field.

Figure 1 shows a sample record obtained at Upstream B
(Davis et al. 1989). The bottom echo can be seen clearly. Es-

pecially interesting is the pattern of layers, voids, etc., in the
first 300 meters or so below the surface. Folded structures
appear in some places. In others, voids are present in the echo,
with more structure showing beneath; we attribute these to
homogeneous blocks of ice. In still other places, blank "shafts"
start somewhere in the first 100-200 meters, with no echoes
showing beneath. We believe these are due to strong scatterers
or absorbers because of the lack of signals from greater depths.
We believe that the causes of these echo characteristics need
further study in conjunction with coring.

The radar went past the California Institute of Technology
hot-water drilling site each time it traveled between base camp
and grid. On one such pass, the water level in the hole had
dropped drastically 6 hours earlier. The radar showed a hor-
izontal layer at a depth of 840 meters (190 meters above ice
bottom and 100 meters above hole bottom). This layer was not
present when the radar passed a few hours earlier. The layer
shows in figure 2. The layer was gone at the time of the next
radar pass 19 hours later. A similar situation occurred once
more. Previous experience and calculations suggest that the
ice should be too strong for such a horizontal fissure to open
(and then refreeze). Hence, this phenomenon will be the sub-
ject of more study by the California Institute of Technology
team using CARDS to locate any fissures that open up.

Bottom-echo shapes were modeled using standard rough-
surface scattering theory (Moore, Xin, and Raju 1989). The
majority of the observed bottom echoes could be matched very
well to this model, as indicated by the sample in figure 3. Use
of a least-square-error fitting routine allowed determination of
the parameter of the model for each echo (average of at least
10 sequential pulse returns). The roughness parameter deter-
mined this way is r2 ± L where cr is the standard deviation
of bottom roughness and L is its correlation length (assuming
an autocorrelation function of the form exp( - x/L). This may
be interpreted as the product of r and a slope-related param-
eter r ± L. Relating this to bottom friction remains an open
question. Some bottom echoes have a double-hump shape,
and we have not attempted to model these.
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Figure 1. Sample CARDS "image" of a portion of a traverse over the Ohio State strain grid at Upstream B. Note presence of numerous
"voids" (regions of no scatter presumed homogeneous ice masses) at about 150-meter depth.
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Figure 2. Sample CARDS "image" showing water layer at 840 me-
ters near the California Institute of Technology drilling site. (1), (2),
(3) show homogeneous regions (no scatter) at about 150-meter
depth. W is well location (approximate, since traverse to the side).

Figure 3. Example of match between modeled pulse return from
bottom of ice sheet and measurement. Roughness parameter L

= 66.
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